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Reflection is a commonly addressed design goal in commercial systems and in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) research. Yet,

it is still unclear what tools are at the disposal of designers who want to build systems that support reflection. Understanding

the design space of reflection support systems and the interaction techniques that can foster reflection is necessary to enable

building technologies that contribute to the users’ well-being. In order to gain additional insight into how interactive artefacts

foster reflection, we investigated past research prototypes and reflection-supporting smartphone applications (apps). Through

a structured literature review and an analysis of app reviews, we constructed four design resources for reflection: temporal

perspective, conversation, comparison and discovery. We also identified design patterns in past digital artefacts that implement

the resources. Our work constitutes intermediate-level knowledge that is intended to inspire future technologies that better

support reflection.
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1 INTRODUCTION
As an increasing number of systems around us aim to improve our health and well-being, reflection is a concept

that gains more and more relevance. Reflection is regarded as beneficial and desired [10, 77], as it can (1) offer

more self-insight [10], (2) motivate behavior change [67, 85], and (3) support life changes [102]. Consequently,

reflection is a recurring theme in HCI research. The field’s interest in this area spans from inquiries into design

practice to a more recent focus on reflecting on personal data in the field of personal informatics [67]. As a

consequence, a significant amount of work was invested in building models that feature reflection [35, 67],

conceptualising reflection [11, 99] or reviewing past papers to extract overarching concepts [39]. This body of
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work suggests that there is consensus that fostering reflection is a desirable design goal for interactive systems.

While the literature agrees that reflection should be pursued, it is less clear what tools and techniques can be

used to implement the goal of supporting the user in reflection.

At the same time, an increasing number of systems in HCI literature embraced reflection as a key design goal

or reported that they helped users reflect. Researchers developed a wide spectrum of artefacts, from living plants

enhancing reflection on physical activity [16, 23] through informative art that let users pause and think [36], to

conversational agents designed for workplace reflection [63]. Even though these systems try to accomplish the

same objective, i.e. enhancing reflection, the fields of application and the techniques used to enhance reflection

are diverse. Furthermore, the rise in research prototypes was accompanied by a proliferation of commercial

products and smartphone applications that claim to foster reflection. Despite the fact that there is a wide corpus

of systems that support reflection, it remains unclear what features of current artefacts and apps contribute to

the enhancement of reflection. An overview of the techniques, as well as the interface features that were used

to implement these techniques, is currently missing. Consequently, there is a lack of understanding in the field

regarding the shared design qualities of reflection artefacts, and it remains unclear what reflection-supporting

techniques are likely to be effective in future artefacts.

In order to address this gap, this paper takes stock of past artefacts designed with the goal of supporting

reflection. We take a retrospective look at systems that support reflection presented in past HCI literature. We also

analyse reviews of current smartphone applications that communicate the intention to support reflection. These

two reviews offer a complementary contribution and enable contrasting the developments in HCI research with

the solutions for fostering reflection that are currently available to users. Based on our analysis, we contribute a

set of design resources that can be used to foster reflection. We then look critically at past developments in the

field to identify key challenges for future reflection support system. Our review addresses the following research

questions:

• RQ1: What are the conceptualisations and applications of reflection in HCI research and commercial smartphone
applications?

• RQ2: What interaction techniques can be used to effectively design interactive technologies which support
reflection?

This paper contributes the following: (1) a systematic review of reflection support systems in HCI literature,

which updates an earlier review by Baumer et al. [10]; (2) an analysis of the techniques used for reflection-support

in current HCI artefacts, which was not addressed in Baumer et al.’s review [10]; (3) a structured analysis of user

reviews for smartphone reflection applications; (4) a taxonomy of design resources and patterns for systems that

foster reflection that we propose based on our analysis and (5) challenges and opportunities for future systems

for reflection.

2 RELATED WORK
We begin our inquiry by reviewing the applied conceptualisation of reflection in the field of HCI. We then report

on various efforts in HCI to develop a comprehensive understanding of reflection that can inform the design of

technologies. This is followed by a discussion of artefacts that were designed to support reflection.

2.1 Definitions and Operationalisations of Reflection in HCI
Work in HCI uses a number of definitions and operationalisations of reflection. A first step towards an inventory

of reflection-facilitating technology was a systematic review conducted by Baumer et. al [10]. This review looked

into how reflection was defined in HCI studies which focused on designing for reflection, as well as the fields in

which these systems were applied, the types of users it was designed for, the reported benefits of reflection and

how reflection was evaluated. Baumer’s primary goal was taking stock of past research and clarifying some of
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the conceptual flux around reflection that appeared in HCI. However, such an approach leaves some questions

about the design of the artefacts unanswered. What kinds of artefacts were designed to enhance reflection? What

reflection techniques were applied in these artefacts? What reported effect did these artefacts have on how users

reflect?

Schön’s framing of reflection [10, 99] has been prevalent in HCI research, as shown by Baumer et al. [10]. Their

review showed that 70% of HCI papers that explicitly defined reflection used Schön’s notion of reflection-in-action

or reflection-on-action. Reflection-in-action happens while a user is performing a given task [96]. Usually, this

requires unexpected events or unpredictable outcomes of actions [78]. Reflection-on-action is a post-hoc act. It is

a reconstruction of an experience, based on our memories of it. This type of reflection allows users to reconstruct

past memories and draw conclusions based on an analysis of past events [38]. Schön’s differentiation between in-

and on-action was later on translated to an HCI context in a paper by Ploderer et al. [85]. Their work offers a

conceptual framework consisting of five key approaches aimed at behaviour change support systems that focus

on social interaction and reflection.

However, Slovak et al. [99] remarked that Schön’s framework does not directly address how technology can

support reflective processes, and they argue that there is a gap in our understanding of how in-depth reflection

can be facilitated through technology. To address this gap, Slovak et al. used Schön’s notion of the reflective
practicum to scaffold the process of reflection in the context of social-emotional learning (SEL) [99]. The purpose

of a reflective practicum is to structure a learning process. The practicum can be seen as a kind of virtual world, a

safe environment, in which students learn through scaffolded learning experiences. Their work shows that there

are three components (explicit, social and personal) that all work together to create the ‘right experiences’ (i.e.

tasks) for students in which reflection can be scaffolded. Slovak et al. try to translate these components from a

social-emotional learning context to more general guidelines for designing reflection support technology. Past

works chart the general directions when designing for reflection and offer key principles underlining possible

reflection support systems. Yet, it remains challenging to use these in the practical design of reflection-supporting

technology [34].

Recently, scholars in HCI started engaging with the complexity of reflection. For instance, a paper by Eikey

et al. [33] highlights a potential risk for reflection enhancing systems. Certain groups of users of personal

informatics systems experience negative thoughts and emotion cycles due to self-tracking. The authors use the

term rumination for this negative thought cycle, which is a counterpoint to self-reflection and defined in line

with Trapnell and Campbell [106]. Eikey et al. [33] discuss that rumination and reflection are related to a broader

sense of the self, also known as self-awareness. Rumination can undermine personal informatics systems, yet it

currently remains an open question how to balance promoting self-reflection on the one hand, and preventing

rumination on the other. Mitigating this risk in a fitness tracking context was addressed by Niess et al. [79].

They inquired how unmet goals can be presented in fitness apps to prevent rumination and facilitate reflection.

Their mixed-method study showed that bar graphs offered a significantly better potential for reflection and

multicoloured charts triggered significantly more rumination.

2.2 Designing for Reflection: A Meta Perspective
Fleck and Fitzpatrick [39] proposed a systematic structure to categorise the outcomes of reflection. Their work

presented a framework of five different levels of reflection, R0 to R4. Each level built on the previous, and

corresponded to a deeper understanding. Additionally, the authors offered examples of how technology could

offer support for reflection and conclude their work with guidelines for facilitating reflection. These guidelines

are comparable to those from Slovak [99] in the sense that they offer a direction for reflection-oriented design.

Reflection is also a prominent term in studies of personal informatics systems [35, 67] and forms a key element

of models which shape the current understanding of personal informatics experiences. Personal tracking systems

help people collect personally relevant information for the purpose of self-knowledge [67]. Reflection featured
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prominently as a process in proposed models of personal informatics experiences. The Stage-Based Model of

Personal Informatics Systems [67] consists of five stages that users of these systems iterate through: preparation,

collection, integration, reflection and lastly, action. The model has since been expanded and clarified by Li et

al. [68]; the reflection stage has been divided into two separate stages: maintenance and discovery [68], in which

people ask themselves different types of questions about their personal data. The Lived Informatics Model of

Personal Informatics [35] was a further extension of the stage-based model. Several stages have been added, such

as deciding to track, selecting tools, tracking and acting as an ongoing process of collection, integration and

tracking. Finally, lapsing, i.e. not using a tracker, was added as a stage, since it is a common phenomenon when

using personal informatics systems. Later, Niess & Wozniak [80] proposed the Tracker Goal Evolution Model,

that explains phenomena of goal-setting and relates them to Epstein et al.’s model [35].

As these models show, personal informatics technologies aim to support the collection of personally relevant

data for the purpose of self-reflection and gaining self-knowledge which can then lead to action. However, current

personal informatics systems do not offer enough support for reflection [28, 30, 68]. As Baumer notes, prior

work carries the implicit assumption that reflection will occur as long as the collected data has been prepared,

combined, transformed, and visualised [10]. However, as also mentioned by Slovak [99], this conflicts with

prevalent reflection theories which highlight that reflection often does not occur automatically, but needs to

be encouraged. Thus, personal informatics models show how personal informatics systems work when they

adequately fulfill their role of fostering reflection. Consequently, the way in which users can be supported in

reflection should be actively considered in the design process of such systems.

2.3 Artefacts to Foster Reflection
There is a gap in our understanding of how reflection can be facilitated through technology. In HCI multiple

systems aiming to facilitate reflection for a variety of different application contexts have been designed. For

instance, SleepTight [26] was developed to reduce the capture burden of long-term manual tracking. With the help

of Android’s widgets it improved information access and supported self-reflection. On another note, DayClo [66]

was designed to facilitate reflection on personal schedule data with the means of an everyday object (i.e. an

analogue clock). Karyda et al. [57] also utilised everyday objects to trigger reflection. In a research through design
approach they combined everyday objects with meaningful representations of participant’s personal data in a

variety of different ways (e.g. one participant received a plectrum combined with their heartbeat data from a

day when they were playing a concert). Furthermore, Choe et al. [27] note that longitudinal data feeds from

various self-tracking tools offer opportunities for fostering reflection. Yet, most self-tracking tools lack support

for integrating, analysing and reflecting on such data. To address this gap, the authors propose a web-based

application called Visualized Self, which allows users to integrate personal data frommultiple personal informatics

systems, explore their data with timeline visualizations, and to perform temporal comparisons. Through the

evaluation of Visualized Self the authors discuss lessons learned and offer directions for designing visual data

exploration tools for fostering reflection.

Although various HCI artefacts have been designed for enhancing reflection, an overview of these artefacts,

the techniques they deploy and how these artefacts affect reflection is missing. This implies that we are not

fully aware of what interaction techniques and design resources can be used to effectively support reflection. In

other words, while past work has effectively established design principles that guide designing for reflection,

contributed effective ways of understanding the reflection experience and designed systems for reflection, it is

still unclear which interface design techniques can foster reflection.

Hence, previous work focused on reflection from a meta perspective and designed artefacts with the aim of

supporting reflection. In contrast, our work aims to offer intermediate-level knowledge that can serve as a starting

point for new, improved systems that foster reflection. To that end, we take a retrospective look at systems that
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Fig. 1. An overview of the process which we used in reviewing artefacts and commercial smartphone applications. For
research artefacts, we explored the definitions, evaluation methods and application fields for reflection, identifying design
resources and design patterns. For smartphone apps, we explored the application fields, as well as the resources and patterns
they deploy to enhance reflection.

support reflection presented in past HCI literature. Further, we analyse current smartphone applications that

communicate the intention to support reflection.

3 METHOD
In order to build a structured understanding of the design techniques used in systems that support reflections,

we used a two-step approach, as presented in figure 1. The first step of our approach consisted of a structured

literature review of papers that focus on reflection in HCI. This structured review partly consisted of a revisiting

of Baumer’s [10] findings to investigate if the definitions, evaluation methods and application areas for research

on reflection changed in the last seven years. While this context cannot be ignored, rather than scoping the

understanding of reflection in HCI, our work aims to understand how systems for reflection were designed and

what the tools available to designers are when they want to support reflection. To that end, we identified design

resources and design patterns [14] for reflection that artefacts reported in HCI literature.

In parallel, as a second step, we conducted an analysis of commercial smartphone applications which claim

to support reflection. We analysed users online reviews to explore the application fields of these smartphone

apps, as well as the resources and patterns they deploy to enhance reflection. We then, based on these two data

sources, charted the design resources used to support reflection along with design patterns that can be used

to implement these resources. This enabled us to identified parallels and differences between the directions in

supporting reflection taken by researchers and practitioners.

The remainder of this work is organised as follows. We first describe the process of our literature review and

smartphone applications review. We then present the results of the literature review and discuss application fields

for research artefacts and smartphone apps. Next, we present our taxonomy of design resources for reflection

and accompanying design patterns based on the literature and app review data. Finally, we discuss the findings

and highlight ways forward based on our insights.
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3.1 Literature Review
Following an approach based on literature reviews previously published in the HCI community [12, 95] we used

the ACM Digital Library to determine our corpus. This implies that our review is limited to the works available in

that source. We decided to use a keyword-based search to select all papers where the authors made the conscious

decision to discuss reflection. This is in line with the approach by Baumer et al. [10] who published an earlier

review on reflection in HCI. The reason for using keywords was that we wanted to make sure that our review

would include systems that were specifically designed with the declared goal of enhancing reflection. This way,

we could identify papers where authors explicitly engaged with the concept. Therefore, all papers published

under H.5
1
in ACM classification (Information Interfaces and Presentation) that used reflect, reflecting,

or reflection as a keyword were collected. By adopting this method, we replicated the approach used by

Baumer [10]. In doing so we aimed to ascertain how research on reflection within HCI has developed since 2013

(which is when Baumer’s review was concluded) and add additional, artefact-centred insights to the Baumer’s

framework.

Two authors collaborated on conducting the review, constantly comparing results in order to assure consistency.

This increased the accuracy of the inclusion/exclusion process as well as minimised the risk of bias. All the papers

were processed in a shared spreadsheet, which helped with the accumulation of details and analysis throughout

the process and allowed transparency regarding which papers were to be included or excluded.

The selection process was structured by using the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews

and Meta-Analyses) flow diagram, as depicted by figure 2. We chose PRISMA, because it is likely to improve

the reporting quality of a systematic review and provides substantial transparency in the selection process of

papers [75].

3.1.1 Inclusion Criteria. We defined the following criteria for the target scope of the publication corpus:

i. The focus of the paper must have been reflection in the meaning of a thought process. Papers which

referred to reflection in the context of optical phenomena were not included.

ii. The paper must have been an archival contribution. Thus, posters and workshop proceedings were not

included. Shorter contributions were unlikely to deliver rich descriptions of artefacts. This is a key difference

from the earlier review by Baumer et al. [10]. As we wanted to investigate how reflection was conceptualised

and evaluated in research work, we relied on extensive submissions which were subject to rigorous peer

review.

iii. The paper was required to describe an artefact—system, prototype or tool that was designed and evaluated

with a clearly declared intention to enhance or provoke reflection among users. Thus, papers which

addressed reflection on a conceptual level were not included. This allowed us to focus on the design qualities

which provoke reflection rather than conceptualisations of reflection, which was already addressed by

Baumer et al. [10].

This initial search generated 369 results (as opposed to 100 results in the 2014 review [10]). We found and

removed one duplicate. The remaining 368 papers were equally divided among two researchers and screened for

the inclusion criteria.

We reviewed the title and abstract to define if a paper met the first inclusion criterion. While reading the

abstracts was enough to decide on inclusion for most papers, we identified a number of edge cases. These papers

were then read in full by both researchers and discussed in detail. All papers that referred to reflection in the

context of optics were excluded, resulting in an exclusion of 151 papers. The remaining 217 papers were then

screened to determine if they were archival, which led to an exclusion of another 92 papers. Lastly, the remaining

125 papers papers were read in full to determine if the paper described an artefact, system, prototype or tool that

1
https://www.acm.org/publications/computing-classification-system/1998/h.5
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Fig. 2. Overview of the selection process of the research artefacts and commercial smartphone applications with the goal of
identifying systems that aim to enhance reflection among users.

was designed with the intention to enhance reflection. After screening for this last criterion, 55 papers remained.

Later, three more papers were excluded because they described the same artefact and were therefore considered

to be duplicates. This process ended with building a final corpus of 52 papers.

3.1.2 Analysis. Having established the final corpus, we decided on the following analysis lens to understand its

contents. We first revisited questions from Baumer et al.’s [10] review on reflection (Q1–Q3). Next, we added an

additional, artefact-specific question to investigate the specific qualities of artefacts which support reflection.

(1) Q1: How was reflection defined?

(2) Q2: How was reflection evaluated?

(3) Q3: In which domain was reflection supported?

(4) Q4: What interaction techniques and design qualities were used in reflection support technologies?

As there is no shared systematic understanding of reflection in the HCI field, and the works in the corpus

were diverse in many aspects, we adopted a bottom-up qualitative analysis method [15]. This enabled us to build

overarching concepts present throughout the corpus based on initial low-level codes. Thus, we used open coding

as the main analysis instrument. In line with Blandford [15, p.93], this implies that differences between coders

were resolved in discussions rather than measured through inter-rater reliability coefficients.

The papers were open-coded by four researchers for Q1 and Q2, using the Atlas.ti software. For Q3 a spreadsheet

was used. In order to answer Q4, we identified the design patterns used by the artefacts in the review through

open-coding. For the proposes of our research, we defined design patterns broadly—as practical design choices

possible in multiple systems—inspired by Björk and Holopainen. Three coders divided the corpus so that each

paper was read by two researchers. In case of disagreement between the initial two codes, a third coder would

also analyse the paper and a group discussion would be held. We then used affinity diagramming to identify
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patterns with different codes and similar meaning in an iterative discussion. This way, we obtained the final list

of design patterns which we used for later analysis.

3.2 Smartphone Application Review
We collected data about commercially available smartphone applications that feature reflection to understand the

current user experience of reflection support. This enabled us to identify what interaction techniques were used

in commercial apps and discuss the similarities and differences between the approaches used in research and

practice.

3.2.1 Data Collection. We collected data about smartphone applications from the Google Play Store and the

Apple Store. We chose to do so as these app sources cover 89% of the global market [101] and thus offer a broad

perspective on the range of applications used in practice. In July 2020, we queried both app sources with the term

reflection. The initial search yielded 1001 apps in the Google Play store and 165 apps in the Apple App Store.

Next, we removed duplicates and excluded apps that did not address reflection in the intended meaning, e.g.

referred to reflecting photos. This process resulted in 204 apps (153 + 51). Next, we examined the app descriptions

in more detail and only included apps which supported a reflection experience related to one of the definitions

used in HCI research. In an iterative discussion, we defined the following inclusion criteria: (1) the app declared

engaging the user in a reflection process in the app description [78, 111] and (2) the app facilitated allowing time

for reflection [78]. Two researchers analysed the app descriptions according to the criteria (discrepancies were

discussed), resulting in a final app corpus of 46 applications. In the next stage of our process, we downloaded

74339 reviews for the corpus
2
. Three apps did not have reviews and were removed. The resulting reviews were

then analysed.

3.2.2 Analysis. We adopted the approach used by Aladwan et al. [1] to analyse the content of the app reviews,

which, similarly to the literature review, is a form of bottom-up qualitative analysis. We chose not to directly

apply the codes from the literature review as we expected that apps would feature a larger diversity of reflection

support than the papers.. Three coders read 10 reviews longer than 35 words chosen at random per app. Based on

the initial immersion into the data and an iterative discussion, we built a list of 33 keywords
3
which we then used

to identify relevant reviews. This resulted in a final selection of 29 apps which had relevant reviews with a total

3633 reviews. Two researchers then open-coded the reviews to identify application areas and design patterns

similarly to the coding process of the literature review. Q2 and Q4 as stated in section 3.1.2 were applied to

smartphone application reviews as well as to the research artifacts.

3.3 Design Resources
Having concluded the initial analysis of literature and apps, we analysed the full corpus in another round of open

coding. This time, we sought to identify meta constructs which describe how reflection support is enacted in

research artefacts an apps. This way, we could create a collection of design resources which can support reflection

in interactive systems. Similarly to the other stages of the reviews, we applied a bottom-up analysis, identifying

recurrent codes in an iterative discussion. The iterative analysis resulted in two levels of codes: design resources

and resource categories.

2
https://heedzy.com/

3
aware, clarify, clarity, confidence, deeply, insightful, insights, inspires, knowledge, meaningful, noticed, patterns, personal development,

perspective, reflect, reflection, relieve, relive, revelation, routines, self reflect, self reflecting, self reflection, self-reflect, self-reflecting,

self-reflection, subconscious, surprise, thought provoking, thoughts, understand, well being, wisdom
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Fig. 3. Timeline of the publication years of the papers in the corpus. The timeline shows an increasing trend in
HCI studies that report on artefacts designed to enhance reflection. Concurrently, the timeline demonstrates
some fluctuation. For instance, our corpus contains 2 papers for 2019, which is remarkably low when comparing
to adjacent years. This is partially due to the exclusion of duplicates. In total, four papers from 2019 met the
inclusion criteria. Yet, two of these papers were later on excluded because they described the same artefact
and were therefore considered to be duplicates. Note that data for 2021 is partial as this review was concluded
in July 2021.

4 FINDINGS
Here, we report on the results of our review in terms of Q1–Q3. We highlight the increasing number of

publications about reflection and differences between our reviews and Baumer’s et al.’s earlier account [10]. We

discuss instances where our results differ from the earlier review. Our findings with respect to Q4 are discussed

in the next section 5.

4.1 Publication Dynamics
The final corpus consists of 52 papers. The corpus is published as an open Zotero library

4
. All papers in the

corpus were published between 2012 and 2021, see figure 3. There is a steady increase in HCI studies that report

on artefacts designed to enhance reflection [10, 76]. Importantly, the majority (44/52) of the papers in our review

was published after Baumer et al.’s review [10]. Despite the fact that the earlier review included more (76) papers,

the majority (71/76) of the works there were non-archival [25, 50, 108] or theoretical [67]. Most of the works in

our corpus appeared in the CHI conference (18 papers), followed by the DIS conference (7 papers), the OzCHI

conference (4 papers), and the IMWUT journal (3 papers). Other venues featured no more than two papers.

4.2 Q1: Defining Reflection
To understand if and, possibly, how the concept of reflection in HCI evolved, we repeated Baumer et al.’s work [10]

and investigated how reflection was defined in the corpus. The original work showed that only few papers in

their corpus defined reflection. Despite the different sample of papers, our findings showed that still many papers

do not clearly define reflection, as demonstrated in figure 4a.

4
https://www.zotero.org/groups/4574553/revisiting_reflection_full_corpus/library
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Table 1. Definitions of reflection identified in the corpus. Table 1a demonstrates the variety of definitions that were used
by the papers in which reflection was specifically defined. Three papers formulated a working definition for reflection, as
shown in table 1b

(a)

Specific definition

number of papers references

Schön [96] 6 [112] [86] [56]

[49] [29] [64]

Boud et al. [17] 2 [90] [37]

Sengers et al. [97] 1 [49]

Merleau-Ponty [73] 1 [81]

Fonagy et al. [40] 1 [60]

Dewey [31] 1 [105]

Butler [21] 1 [103]

Bryant et al. [20] 1 [54]

(b)

Working definition

definition reference

‘Reflection’ can refer to an individual mental cognitive activity

in examining previous occurrences [that lead to food waste]. But

reflection can also be thought of as social activity,"

[41]

Considering and analysing past, present and future experiences

in order to reassess our thoughts, beliefs, feelings and actions

regarding our everyday life.

[77]

Self-reflection is an important process where people work to gain

a clearer understanding of themselves through thoughtful intro-

spection.

[6]

Through open-coding the definitions in the papers, we identified four ways in which reflection was defined:

papers that specifically define reflection (14/52 papers), papers that use a working definition which is formulated

by the authors (3/52 papers), papers that use what we call a definition by proxy (17/52 papers), and papers that

did not define reflection (18/52). The papers which specifically defined reflection demonstrate that a variety of

definitions are being used in HCI, as shown in table 1a. The most often used definition comes from Schön [96],

which is in line with findings from the earlier review from Baumer et al. [10].

In contrast, three papers use a working definition formulated by the authors. Table 1b demonstrates these

definitions. An example of a working definition comes from the work by Mols et al. [77]. Their paper describes

different definitions, from both Staudinger [102] andMezirow [74] which they combine to formulate their working

definition:

Considering and analysing past, present and future experiences in order to reassess our thoughts, beliefs,
feelings and actions regarding our everyday life. [77, p.68]

Further, seventeen papers used a definition by proxy, i.e. they mentioned definitions of reflection in an implied or

indirect manner. These papers either described a variety of different notions of reflection without specifying which

conceptualisation they apply in their work (e.g. [47, 57]), or they listed one or more references of works focused

on designing for reflection without engaging with their underlying definitions in more depth (e.g. [82, 94, 103])

As these examples illustrate, and as earlier noted by the review by Baumer et al. [10], there is a lack of conceptual

agreement in the field. Currently, a variety of definitions for reflection are in use. While the majority of papers

in the corpus do not use a specific definition based on reflection theories, there is an implicit understanding of

reflection present throughout the HCI field. For a better understanding of this framing of reflection within the field,

we analysed the associated terms that are being used to describe reflection. To this end, three researchers coded

all the sentences in the corpus of papers containing the word ‘reflect’. We focused on the reflection processes that

occurred either before, during or after reflection, as well as mentioned prerequisites for reflection. This resulted

in a list of associated constructs, as shown in Table 2. The diversity of the corpus shows that reflection is a broad

concept which is constantly (re-)interpreted in HCI work and put to action through designing new artefacts.

4.3 Q2: Evaluating Reflection
As shown in figure 4b, the majority of the studies in the corpus used a qualitative approach (33/52 papers) to

evaluate the level of reflection support offered by the artefact. Fifteen studies use mixed methods and four studies
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Bar charts that show how reflection was defined (figure 4a) by the papers in our corpus, and the type of study that
was used to evaluate the artefact’s level of reflection support (figure 4b).

Table 2. Constructs associated with reflection in our corpus. We coded all the constructs which were used in the same
sentence as the word ‘reflect*’. All constructs in the table were mentioned by at least two papers, with a maximum of
seventeen times (i.e. awareness).

Construct Frequency Construct Frequency Construct Frequency Construct Frequency

awareness 17 analysis 3 emotional 2 planning 2

engagement 15 contemplation 3 empathy 2 portrayals of self 2

learning 13 deciscion making 3 empowerment 2 processes 2

behavior change 8 discovery 3 engaging 2 professional development 2

sensemaking 8 encouragement 3 experiences 2 prompt 2

understanding 8 gain insights 3 experiencing 2 re-evaluate 2

interpretation 7 insight 3 explore 2 recall 2

thinking 7 meaning-making 3 expression 2 recording 2

feedback 6 patterns 3 fun 2 reflective activities 2

insights 5 self-improvement 3 gaining insight 2 reinterpret 2

memory 5 thoughts 3 identify 2 relationships 2

attention 4 time 3 internal change 2 remembering 2

discussions 4 change 2 internal states 2 retrospective 2

engage 4 collective reflections 2 learn 2 reviewing 2

introspection 4 communication 2 meaning making 2 revisiting 2

reminiscence 4 considering 2 monitoring 2 self-awareness 2

revisit 4 conversation 2 new insights 2 self-expression 2

self-knowledge 4 curate 2 past experiences 2 sense-making 2

self-understanding 4 discuss 2 personal 2 think 2

ambiguity 3 discussion 2 personal insights 2

use a quantitative approach. The papers applied a wide variety of methods, as demonstrated in table 4. The most

often used method for evaluating reflection are interviews, questionnaires and observations.

The review by Baumer et al. [10] reported that themajority of the papers analysed in their review did not provide

a direct assessment or evaluation of reflection per se. Quantitative evaluation approaches often assess the quality

of the system as opposed to its effect on reflection [10]. Our review mirrors these findings (cf. table 4). Qualitative

evaluations on the other hand encounter other difficulties, such as the lack of a clear definition of reflection

and not asking directly about reflection [10]. Our findings are similar, most papers do not evaluate reflection

per se. For instance, the work by Jung et al. aims to enhance reflective design while building a mechatronic

system, through reflective questions asked by an external prototyping agent. Their study evaluates reflection in a

quantitative manner through:
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Table 3. Methods used to evaluate artefacts designed for reflection, arranged by the type of study (i.e. qualitative, mixed,
quantitative.

(a) Qualitative studies

% of papers references

analogue diary 3,85% [107] [89]

diary method 3,85% [87, 105]

focus groups 1,92% [104]

group interview 1,92% [88]

interviews 53,85% [9] [52] [86] [8] [81] [107] [89] [110] [82] [44]

[69] [59] [94] [58] [105] [64] [92] [24] [87]

[47] [77] [7] [66] [103] [60] [6] [62] [57] [3]

observations 9,62% [110] [69] [77] [6] [3]

performance 1,92% [64]

questionnaire 7,69% [9][104] [64]

roleplay 1,92% [6]

think-aloud 3,85% [52] [6]

usage 7,69% [86] [89] [110] [64]

workshop 3,85% [100] [49]

(b) Mixed methods studies

% of papers references

app entries 1,92% [41]

coded emotion imprints 1,92% [48]

interviews 23,08% [4] [54] [109] [41]

[26] [91] [55] [90]

[48] [93] [5] [114]

observations 1,92% [109]

participation logs 1,92% [109]

performance 5,77% [4] [90] [37] [93]

questionnaire 25,00% [4] [54] [112]

[109] [26] [91]

[55] [90] [37] [93]

[5] [114] [2]

self-reports 1,92% [112]

usage 5,77% [41] [55] [2]

(c) Quantitative methods studies

% of papers references

performance 3,85% [72] [29]

questionnaire 7,69% [72] [56] [29] [83]

self-reports 1,92% [56]

usage 1,92% [29]

Measures of 1) liking of agent, 2) agent social presence, 3) task stressfulness, 4) electronics prototyping
confidence, and 5) prototyping performance [56, p.30].

Another example comes from a study by Arakawa and Yakura [5]. In this study the Authenticity Scale [113] was

used to evaluate the INWARD system, which was designed to realise reflection in the field of executive coaching

for professional development. As these examples show, reflection is often measured indirectly. Concurrently, our

corpus also shows some novel examples of evaluating reflection.

Baumer et al. reported that one paper [54] provided one of the more methodologically rigorous evaluations in

their corpus. This study by Isaacs et al. [54], proposes a framework for evaluating reflection. This framework

determines the emotional depth of users’ reflections and is somewhat similar to the proposed framework by

Fleck and Fitzpatrick [39]. Our corpus shows a similar approach by Prilla and Renner [86], who used a coding

scheme consisting of three levels (i.e. provision or description, reflection, learning or change). What distinguishes

this scheme from the other examples is an additional operationalisation of these stages. Nine phases, consisting

of twelve different codes, were defined to enable a more accurate analysis of reflection. In a later study by

Rivera-Pelayo et al. [90], this coding scheme was used again, this time to analyse The MoodMap App. Whereas our

corpus showed some novel approaches [86, 90] to evaluating reflection, the approaches are still not widely used.

There are no metrics or processes that would be a local standard for evaluating artefacts designed for reflection.

4.4 Q3: Fields of Application
To create a more complete overview of the fields of application, both the corpus of scientific papers as well as

the smartphone apps were included in the analysis. The fields of application varied widely, but can be divided

into seven categories (see figure 5). The apps all fall into two categories: they either aim to let users reflect on
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Table 4. Measures that are used by the papers in the corpus for a quantitative evaluation of systems.

Scales number of papers references

The Subjective Happiness Scale (SHS) [71] 1 [54]

The Satisfaction with Life Scale (SWLS) [32] 1 [54]

The Psychological General Well-Being Index (PGWBI) [22] 1 [54]

The Mindfulness Attention Awareness Scale (MAAS) [19] 1 [54]

The Achievements Emotion Questionnaire (AEQ) [84] 1 [91]

The System Usability Scale (SUS) [18] 2 [55] [83]

The Game Experience Questionnaire(GEQ) [53] 1 [83]

The Learning Activities Survey (LAS) [61] 1 [83]

The Authenticity Scale [113] 1 [5]

Fig. 5. Fields of application for which artefacts and apps that aim to enhance reflection in our corpus were designed.

their health and wellbeing (e.g. anxiety, mood, mental health), or on their daily life (e.g. reflecting on memories,

self-improvement) in general.

The artefacts show more diversity in their fields of application. Most of the artefacts are designed for use in

daily life, yet in contrast to the apps, the objectives of these artefacts are divergent. Some of these aim to encourage

users to reflect on their social media use [4, 8], smartphone use [51], parenthood [107], solo travel [24] or support

open-ended everyday life reflection [77]. Next to daily life, also health and wellbeing is an often mentioned

application area in our corpus of artefacts, which is in line with the smartphone apps. Artefacts in this category

focused on nutrition [55, 89, 103], physical activity [94], sleep [26] and chronic disease management [7, 87].

Finally, a substantial number of artefacts aim to enhance reflection in education or a work-setting.

The fields of application show some resemblance with those reported by Baumer et al. [10]. In the earlier

review, the largest application area was education. We also identified a number of new developments in this

area. Yet, in contrast to Baumer’s review, the vast majority of artefacts and apps in our corpus are designed for a

private setting, focusing on enhancing users’ reflection on health, wellbeing and daily life.

5 Q4: RESOURCES FOR DESIGNING SYSTEMS THAT SUPPORT REFLECTION
This section describes the way interaction design was used in our corpus for the design of interactive technologies

that support reflection. Through analysis of the artefacts and reviews of apps, we identified the design patterns

used by these interactive systems for reflection. Based on this analysis we developed a taxonomy of resources for

designing for reflection, which we introduce in this section. The taxonomy is a three-level tree. The taxonomy’s

goal is to provide a systematic overview of the interaction techniques used in designing for reflection and

inspire further exploration. The branches of the tree are resources organised in two levels. The top-level resource

categories help group resources into meta-groups. The leaves of the tree represent design patterns that were used
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Fig. 6. Taxonomy of resources for designing for reflection. The figure illustrates the top-level resource categories which group
the design resources into meta-groups. Each design resource can be implemented by multiple design patterns, see figure 7

in past research artefacts and apps. While the resources represent high-level concepts which, if implemented,

were identified as leading to reflection, the design pattern are concrete ways to operationalise the concepts and

implement them in a system. Our analysis showed that some of the resources were strongly related. To show

this, we also include resource categories (meta-resources) in the taxonomy. Figure 6 shows the design resource

part of the tree. The full tree, including the design patterns linked to the resources is available in the auxiliary

material. Below, we describe the design resources and provide examples of their use in research and practice. For

each of the resources, we provide examples of how design patterns were used for implementing this resource, in

small caps. A visualisation of the taxonomy including the design patterns is presented in figure 7. This Sankey

visualisation illustrates the connections between the design resources and design patterns. It shows the design

patterns that were applied in the smartphone apps and the corpus of papers, to implement the design resources.

Given the high number of patterns, we recommend using the data in auxiliary material for a full overview. Next,

we provide a detailed description of the resource categories and the resources they include.

5.1 Temporal Perspective
Several artefacts and apps use a temporal perspective as a resource for reflection. Temporal perspective in this

context refers to using time as a means to offer users a new point of view, which, in turn, can lead to reflection.

We identified four different resources in this category: past, future, memories and slowness.

5.1.1 Past. Many artefacts and apps make use of the past to enhance reflection. These systems generally offer

users the possibility to revisit their data, i.e. retrospection, creating a new perspective. An example of an artefact

deploying a perspective of the past as a resource for reflection is Trackly, designed by Ayobi et. al [7]. Trackly is a

smartphone app that helps patients with Multiple Sclerosis. The app lets users manually track their symptoms

and then visualises patterns and trends in the user’s long-term data to help patients to manage their chronic
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Fig. 7. Sankey visualisation that demonstrates the connection between the design patterns that were used in the smartphone
apps and the corpus of papers to implement the design resources. The visualisation only contains the design patterns that
occurred at least five times in the data set, and the thickness of the line represents the frequency of occurrence in the data
set. The full data set, along with a tool for creating customised versions of this plot, is available in the auxiliary material.

disease. Through visualising past data the app can trigger reflective moments. This technique is also used in

other artefacts such as DReflect, a smartphone app developed by Raj et. al [87]. DReflect enables diabetes patients

to track their symptoms and to discover patterns through data visualisations.
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The majority of commercial reflection apps use this resource to enhance reflection. These apps often let users

manually track data and offer users through statistics and visualisations to look back in their past. For instance,

Daylio
5
lets users manually track their mood and offers visualisations of a user’s mood over time, enabling

reflection. The same approach is also used by several other apps, such as Moodtracker
6
, Moodflow

7
and Youper

8
.

Artefacts and apps that used the past to enhance reflection often feature visualisations of past data, as well as

statistics as design patterns.

5.1.2 Memories. Another design resource in our taxonomy is memories. Memories are related to a perspective

on the past, yet this resource enhances reflection in a different way. The past resource tries to offer an objective

portrait of the past, whereas artefacts and apps that use memories choose a more subjective approach. As

described by Staudinger [102], reflection can be seen as reconstructing life events from memory combined with

a further analysis (explanation and evaluation) of these memories. By triggering a user’s memory of a certain

event these artefacts and apps encourage reflection. For instance, Isaacs et. al [54] designed Echo, a smartphone

app for recording everyday experiences and reflecting on them later. The app presents old entries to users and

lets them re-rate their current happiness regarding the memory. Echo used rating memories, as well as sending

prompts to revisit past memories. Systems such as Echo [54] actively remind users of life events (e.g. trigger

memories) as a source for reflection. Another artefact that triggers memories is ReflectiveDiary, a smartphone

app designed by Rzayev et. al [93]. However, the approach used in this app differs considerably from Echoes.

ReflectiveDiary aims to support reflection on previous activities by automatically collecting data about the user

(location, calls, messages, etc.). To trigger memories of these activities, the app sends quizzes during the day

to let users memorise and reflect on their activities. ReflectiveDiary deploys several design patterns, such as

automated data collection of user activities and asking qestions about these activities to trigger memories.

5.1.3 Future. Future is another temporal design resource. Instead of triggering memories, the artefacts and apps

that make use of this resource, let a user consider the future to enhance reflection. An artefact in our corpus that

uses this resource is FutureMe, a website evaluated by Odom [82]. It lets users make time capsules, by sending

messages to people to be delivered in the future. People can send letters to themselves, as well as others. This

artefact actually uses two resources for reflection. On the one hand it lets a user reflect while typing a message

by thinking about the future, on the other hand it encourages reflection on a memory at a later point in time. An

app that uses the future as a resource for reflection is Success Life Coach
9
. This app lets users consider their

direction in life through offering reading material on self-improvement and by supporting users on that path

through goal setting.

5.1.4 Slowness. The last temporal resource is encouraging a user to slow down for reflection. An example of this

is The Ripening Room, a social networking system designed by Bae et. al [8]. The aim of the system is to raise

users’ awareness of social media posts by delaying the publishing of such. This allows users to let thoughts sink

in, reconsider and refine their posts before posting. Two design patterns that Ripening Room uses are delaying

messages and allowing users to refine or revisit their previously written posts. Gorichanaz [47] designed a

paper journal that guided individuals through reflection on city murals. The aim of the artefact was to promote

moral learning in individuals and societies by reflecting on murals in the city. The journal used textual prompts

and qestions to encourage participants to slow down and to consider a mural in more detail. An app that

5
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=net.daylio&hl=en

6
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=diary.questions.mood.tracker

7
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.moodpixel

8
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=br.com.youper

9
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.way4app.successwizard
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uses slowness as a resource for reflection is 7Mind
10
. This app aims to encourage a user to slow down through

meditation sessions. This design pattern is also used by DiveThru
11
, an app that combines meditations with

journaling features to help a user to slow down for daily reflection.

5.2 Conversation
Conversations are a well-known technique for reflection [78]. A study by Mols [76] showed that there is a social

dimension to reflection, 85% of their participants stated that they reflect through conversations with for instance

a partner, friend or colleague. Our taxonomy contains two resources in this category: conversations with others

and conversations with technology.

5.2.1 Conversations with Others. Our corpus shows various examples of artefacts that intend to encourage

conversation between users of an artefact [5, 29, 86, 88, 94, 109, 110]. Valkanova et. al [109] designed Reveal-it!, an
interactive public display that encouraged participants to reflect on their energy consumption to increase social

awareness and foster discourse. A user voluntarily entered their energy consumption data in a web-form on a

tablet. The data was then visualised as a sunburst representation on a public display. This enabled comparing one’s

energy consumption with others. The design patterns used by Reveal-it! are visualisations on a public display

of energy consumption based on data gathered through the user filling in a form. While Reveal-it! used a public
setting in which people would chat face-to-face, Prilla and Renner [86] enabled conversations through a computer

application. TalkReflection was designed to let users share difficult situations at work with their colleagues.

This resulted in online dialogues between co-workers leading to collaborative reflection. TalkReflection used

experience reporting and social sharing as design patterns.

5.2.2 Conversations with Technology. Beside conversations with other users of an artefact, there are also examples

in which a user has a conversation with the artefact itself. Three artefacts enhance reflection by creating

a conversation between a user and technology. An example of such an artefact is Chimeria: Grayscale [83].
Chimeria is a computer application that enables users to critically self-reflect on issues of sexism in the workplace.

The application is an interactive narrative that lets users have a dialogue with the system through email (within

the application). The application describes situations of sexism and lets users choose between several options as

to how they would response to such a situation. Another example comes from Kocielnik et al. [63], who designed

Robota, a chatbot with voice interaction. Robota aims to stimulate reflection and self-learning in the workplace

by asking questions and having a chat with the user of the system. Also, several apps use this resource, for

instance the Replika: my AI friend
12
app that lets users have conversations with a chatbot powered by artificial

intelligence. This app uses a combination of questions, as well as allowing users to vent as a means of enhancing

reflection. An approach that is also used by the Youper
13
and HOLD

14
apps. These examples all use a chatbot

which asksqestions to enhance reflection. Replika, Youper and HOLD also use venting as a design pattern, by

allowing users to vent frustrations or thoughts about challenging experiences the app enhances reflection.

5.3 Comparison
The next category of resources in the corpus is comparison. Artefacts that use this design resource enhance

reflection by letting users compare their current status to an ’ideal’ status. This comparison is done in two

different ways: comparison to an arbitrary norm (absolute reference) or comparison to others (social reference).

10
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=de.sevenmind.android

11
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.divethru.divethru

12
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=ai.replika.app

13
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=br.com.youper

14
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.wingmanalpha.Hold
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5.3.1 Absolute Reference. Two research artefacts use an absolute reference as a resource for reflection. The

HotkeySkillometer is a computer widget designed by Malacria et. al [72] that encourages users to reflect on their

performance level in interacting with an interface. This widget specifically focuses on using hotkeys. The widget

uses progress bars to give a user feedback on their hotkey-skills, showing progress from ‘slowpoke’ to ‘superstar’.

A norm for comparison is also used by Jung et. al [55], in a smartphone app called FIT (Food InTake Logger). This

app lets users manually track their vegetable consumption and it visualises the number of servings of vegetables

the user still needs to eat for that day. These artefacts both enhance reflection by giving feedback on performance

through visualisations.

5.3.2 Social Reference. Other artefacts use a social reference as a design resource. For example, the BinCam [104]

is a garbage bin that has a smartphone attached to the lid. Every time the user throws something in the bin the

smartphone takes a picture of the bin’s contents and automatically posts the photo to Facebook. The intention of

this system is to affect normative social influence, which it aims to achieve by using automated social sharing

and a leaderboard which adds a competitive element to the system. Another artefact which used a social

reference for comparison is MoodMap, designed by Rivera-Pelayo et. al [90]. MoodMap is a personal computer

application that lets users track and reflect on their mood at work. In this sense the MoodMap also uses a temporal

perspective as a resource for reflection, by allowing users to track their mood and look back onto their past entries.

Yet, this system differs in that it also lets users compare their mood to that of colleagues through visualisations.

5.4 Discovery
The fourth design resource is discovery. This resource aims to enhance reflection through evoking the user to

discover something, or have a user see something in a new light. Such discoveries can lead to marvel or ‘Aha!’

moments, which, in turn, can lead to reflective thoughts. Our taxonomy contains three resources in this category:

(1) ambiguity, (2) provocation and (3) reframing.

5.4.1 Ambiguity. The use of abstract representations or ambiguity is a known design resource for reflection [42,

43, 70]. An example of an artefact that uses ambiguity as a design resource is Admixed Portrait [107], which is a

digital photo frame. The artefact extracts and amalgamates faces found in its users’ Facebook photos and creates

alternative representations of online presence. The aim of the system is to enhance reflections on parenthood

in that way. Another example is Eloquent Robes, an interactive installation designed by Núñez-Pacheco and

Loke [81]. The installation projects physiological data onto a robe, to enable users to reflect on data that normally

remains concealed from our everyday awareness. These artefacts both use abstract representations as a design
pattern for reflection.

5.4.2 Provocation. Besides ambiguity, also provocation can be used to enhance reflection. This design resource is

deployed by Gulotta et al. [52]. They developed three photo archiving websites named BlackBox, DataFade and

BitLogic that provoked participants to consider how their digital legacies might be treated in the future. The

design of these systems was inspired by patina of physical objects. Physical objects, such as printed photos show

signs of aging, which often contributes to the value of these objects. The three websites aimed to use the same

principle in a digital way, provoking reflection through transforming uploaded photos leading to digital

decay.

5.4.3 Reframing. Several artefacts and apps use reframing as a design resource. These systems aim to let a user

see something in a new light, which in turn evokes reflection. Reframing is often implemented through the use

of data physicalisation as a design pattern. In a study by Thudt et. al [105], participants created physical

objects to visualise tacking data. Similarly, in a study by Ryokai et. al [92], participants made physical mementos

of laughter to enable people to preserve and revisit these moments. Other examples are data sonification of
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crocheting-skills [100] and using a colour imprint techniques to let children visualise their mood in class [48].

An app that uses reframing as a design resource, is force4change
15
. This app uses text mining to analyse journal

entries and shows the user statistics and visualisations of how each person in their social circle influences

their emotions. This enables users to see their social life in a new perspective, which can enhance reflection.

6 DISCUSSION
In this section, we reflect on the results of our analysis and discuss potential starting points for future research

on systems that support reflection in HCI. In contrast to Baumer et al.’s work [10], our results offer a structured

overview of work on reflection. Future designers of technologies which support reflection can use our taxonomy

to review what design resources and patterns were used in the past to foster reflection and create a blend of

solution specific to their system. Further, they also can identify which resources are less explored and offer

potential for improvement.

6.1 Reflection Remains a Relevant, but Largely Undefined Concept in HCI
Our review shows that defining reflection still remains an open question. While we observed a large number of

new systems developed with the goal of supporting reflection, roughly a third of them did not provide a definition

of reflection. In this aspect, our findings mirror Baumer et al.’s [10] insights. Reflection is a multi-faceted concept.

If we do not have a shared understanding of what reflection is, evaluating such systems and extending our

knowledge about reflection is challenging. However, we hypothesise that the multi-faceted nature of reflection is

one of the aspects why it is such a generative concept to design for. Hence, embracing its multi-faceted nature

instead of striving for one, uniform HCI definition could be one way forward. In other words, engaging with the

multitude of available definitions of reflection (within and beyond HCI) and clarifying which has been applied in a

specific design context combined with applying our taxonomy which offers can improve the shared understanding

of reflection in the HCI community. As the taxonomy provides intermediate-level knowledge, it can be used to

operationalise reflection, for instance in addition to deciding on a definition or if no pre-defined definition of

reflection fits the designated design context.

We observed that HCI research about reflection transitioned from initial explorations to more artefact-driven

work which often features empirical studies. The design resources and patterns in our work enable effectively

contrasting and comparing artefacts, stimulating more effective discussions. The resources in our paper describe

the possible means to an end—reflection. We believe that the next step for HCI research in reflection should be
developing a technology-centric conceptualisation of reflection that can be effectively linked to the resources and aid
designers in more precisely defining the goals of their work on reflection.

6.2 Evaluation Methods for Reflection Technologies Need Further Development
Our review also echoes Baumer et al.’s [10] findings in terms of evaluation. While the majority of the systems we

reviewed did involve an evaluation, a very limited number of the works evaluated reflection per se. The lack of

difference in this aspect is surprising. Baumer et al.’s [10] review included non-archival works, which are often

not required to contribute a comprehensive evaluation and our work looked only on full papers. This indicates

that despite the growing maturity of reflection as a research topic, there is still an urgent need for understanding

how to evaluate if systems support reflection. Our results show that, often, qualities of the system other than

supporting reflection were evaluated even when reflection was the stated design goal. This indicates that HCI

researchers need a wider toolbox for understanding and assessing reflection in interactive systems. In particular,

table 3c summarises the scales that were used for the evaluation of systems in our corpus, demonstrating that

different aspects are measured, e.g. usability (SUS) or subjective happiness (SHS). Therefore, HCI researchers

15
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did not have at their disposal a questionnaire specifically designed to evaluate interactive systems that support

reflection. A very recent work by Bentvelzen et al. [13] can support further development in this area. In particular,

they propose the Technology-Supported Refection Inventory (TSRI) as a scale that evaluates how effectively a

system supports refection.

In combination with measures such as the TSRI, we suggest using our design resources as intermediate-level
concepts for evaluation, as our analysis shows that the resources are linked to reflection. Thus, if it can be

determined that a system effectively uses one of the resources, the results suggests that the system is effectively

supporting reflection. For instance, if a system that visualises data for reflection allows the user to effectively

revisit historical data (which can be inferred with usage logs), it can be interpreted as using the Past resource. A
qualitative inquiry can follow to confirm if viewing the past evokes reflective experiences.

6.3 Using the Design Resources and Patterns
This paper contributes the taxonomy of design resources and patterns for reflection with the intention to further

stimulate designing systems for reflection and offer a systematic starting point for new inquiries. We suggest

using the taxonomy beyond classifying systems (as done in this paper) in two ways.

First, the taxonomy can be used to indicate initial design solutions based on past experiences. When starting

a design process for technologies for reflection, the taxonomy offers an overview of the design resources at

hand. Here, the designer can think of ways to creatively combine or exclude specific resources depending on

the application area and the target user groups. The design patterns linked to the resources represent solutions

which worked in other contexts. This reduces the uncertainty in a design process and creates the opportunity for

re-imagining the design pattern in the context of a particular system. When designing an interactive artefact

which should support reflection, the designer can first decide which strategies they want to employ to foster

reflection, by choosing the design resources to use. Our taxonomy then provides tangible ideas on how to

implement these strategies through design patterns and links to examples of past systems.

Second, the derived taxonomy is not exhaustive. Hence, we hope that that the things that are not in the

taxonomy can inspire future researchers and practitioners. In other words, interacting with the taxonomy and

using it as a resource for inspiration can help to identify aspects that have not yet been (sufficiently) addressed

in previous designs. Our taxonomy provides a summary of the current state of the design efforts in supporting

reflection. Defining new resource or design patterns for reflection can be an effective research pursuit. Further

identifying how some design patterns can be used to implement resources that were not linked to them before

can be a creative challenge. Furthermore, new combinations of resources can be a source of inspiration. It has to

be noted that the systems we analysed were designed for reflection. However, as discussed above, the concept of

reflection is in conceptual flux. As the derived taxonomy is based on the analysis of systems designed to foster

reflection, the taxonomy needs to be treated with care. Nevertheless, some of the identified design strategies

are based on theories from Psychology. We recommend authors to engage with the intricacies of applying the

taxonomy either in their method section or their discussion. In addition, future work should explore how the

taxonomy can guide focused evaluation (i.e. evaluating particular aspects of interactive systems which were

designed to foster reflection. Insights from such studies could then support the further development of the

taxonomy.

Finally, a challenge for interaction design which emerges from our result, is effectively using the design resources
in personal informatics experiences. Given the importance which personal informatics work has ascribed to

reflection [34], personal informatics systems should empower the user to engage in a reflection process. The

resources identified in our work can be employed to effectively help the user enter the reflection phase of a

personal informatics experience [35] and meaningfully remain in it. For instance, reframing can be used to

trigger an ‘a-ha’ moment based on one’s personal data. This curiosity can later be stimulated through facilitating

conversations with others, allowing the user to continually remain in the reflection phase.
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6.4 Limitations
While we completed our review with utmost care, we recognise that it is prone to certain limitations. Firstly, we

took an informed decision to focus only on artefacts for reflection. While this enabled us to study the properties

of those artefacts in detail, it also excluded conceptual work from our review such as the recent work by Eikey et

al. [33] or the work by Slovak et al. [98] on understanding technologies and reflection in the education domain.

Future work should chart the conceptual developments in HCI for reflection. Along similar lines, a number of

reflection papers in literature focus on theoretical exploration, which were excluded from our corpus due to

our specific focus on evaluated systems; this resulted in a smaller corpus than e.g. the one in Baumer et al. [10].

Further, while our review covers systems developed for research and smartphone applications, there are also

analogue artefacts designed for reflection such as physical pre-printed notebooks. While it would be challenging

to systematically review such products, they may have qualities that can impact our understanding of the design

resources presented. We also recognise that our review was based on sources indexed in the ACM Digital Library

and focused on HCI work. A different, cross-disciplinary review could address how notions of reflection are

explored in other fields, e.g. industrial design [45, 46] or philosophy [65]. Similarly, our corpus consists solely of

papers that meet the criteria used for the literature search. These criteria are, in turn, based on annotations in

the bibliographic database used. This may mean that some relevant papers may have been omitted because of

incomplete metadata, e.g. [27].

Further, we recognise that by focusing on apps that promised the users the experience of reflection in their

description we might have excluded some apps that use reflection but do not mention it, e.g. data tracking apps.

Nevertheless, we made this decision as we were focusing on an software explicitly citing reflection as a design

goal and a ‘promise’ to the user. Finally, we note that focusing solely on academic work may have given us

a more systematic overview of the current literature. Yet, we would also risk steering the community away

from the everyday experience of reflection support. A review focusing solely on apps would chart the current

commercial landscape precisely, yet it would omit the innovative ideas present in the literature. We believe that

our method will enable future researchers in and designers of reflection support systems to learn both from the

open-ended conceptual explorations in research and the practical aspects of commercial apps to better understand

the effective means to design for reflection.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we reviewed research papers and smartphone applications to build a better understanding of what

qualities in interactive artefacts can foster reflection. We found that past HCI work which featured systems for

reflection was in an epistemological flux. The definition of reflection and how to evaluate systems for reflection

are still open issues. In order to provide ways forward, we contributed a taxonomy of design resources and

patterns that describe the qualities and interaction techniques used to foster reflection in existing systems. We

hope that our taxonomy will inspire new explorations into to how interactive technologies can help in reflection.
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